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INTILTSDUCTION:
.

It \Ira.- been a little over eleven years since CSWE implemented Stancrard 1234A

that required schools of social work to make "special; continual efforts" including,
. .

racial end cultural content in their- curriculuilis (CSWE) 1973). The importance of thiS
.

decisiftWe further underscored by the NASW Delegate Assembly in its adoption of a

policy which recomMended that social work- "include relevant and
. .

,,,_ c

meaningful col-tent related to racial and ethn csroups'of color."(NASVi5 1979).

Thy g-.7-ession and educational institutions respdnded by increasing their,efforts

t o -idantify and recruit minority faculty and stridents who ;could fillpresent and future ,

needs of ilk practice and educational communities. Educators, both majority and/
minority persons, struggled with "what to include". and "how to questions. the early

. . ,
1970's resource materials ih the Social work: literature were limited. There. was some

.

reluctance to utilize courses outside social Work; The early courses stressed racism and

discrimination
. .. mminority,, .

crimination which stirred both majority _end studentsi not to mention how

they affehed faculty._
1%.

since that time, iniChe late 1970's and early 19'80's a number of
. . ,

4

texts have appeared-that lifive made an attempt at defining the parameters Of a caurie

that might specifically address what was intended in the initial CSNE Standard 1234A.
. .

Of course since then, the requirement includes,content on women and there is some

discuision about inclusion of other Oppressed groups such as the gay and lesbian group:

For 3 purposes of this 'paper the focus will be only on ethnic groups designated as

historically oppressed in the United States. This is no way represents lack Of, cohcernfor

other oppressed groups. It is fat that limiting the focus of the course results' in less

confusion for the learner. Examples of text books that might.be used in. ethnic content

courses include but are not limited to,: CuiturAwareness iiithe-HumanSeiiiees by

Ja s Green, Prentice Hall, 1982; The_Eihnic Dilemma in Social Services by Shirley
0.. 4

_Ls

Jenldns Free Press 1981; and Ethnic Sensitive Social Work Practice by Wynetta Devore$ $ $,

. .

Elfrtede a. Schlesinger, C. V.. Mosby Co., 1981. Most current text, bOoks include

.
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.

chapters or, sections' that address aspects of variation found in practice and in particular,
V

with ethnic minority groups. Examples of current texts :familiar to the authors include
11

.

common social work texts like SoCial Work Processes by Compton and: Galaway,
a

Hepworth and Larsen's DirectiSocial Work-Pradtice and a more recent text, Garvth and
- \ _\ .

Seabury's Interpersonal Practice. in Social Work. Of course; other tekts like social policy

\
and human. development texts include content addresIng ethnic issues. In addition there

,,.
are numerous sourcas In the forin of texts from other disciplines like. anthropologyi

#
.. .

sociology or psychology that ',an be used as main or supplemental texts. A recent

publication in the 'form of a self Programmed text 'that uses ease materials on MexiCen-
. _

Americans, Asian-Americans and Blvks i Acosta, Yamamoto and Evan's text titled:

Effective Treatment for Low Income .and_Minorit,y_Patients. There Is ,so much now

available that the instructOr.may.be overwhdmed by the choices. It would tSe nice'if one
k; text could addresi all of the coqtent that one wishes to address. It has. been the

. ..... -,
experience- of, the authors that the.main text needs to be supplemented by one: texts.

The course, which will be describedbelow includes' three required texts andone 4)ptiorial
, ' _ - ..

, .. .i.e. recorniikendedtex t. ,J.
. .

-1.

,
Thus_ social work educators now have numerous resources in the forth Of texts,.

bibliographical indexes e.g. Hispanic Mental Health Research: A Reference Guide by
.. . ,

- 1° = .

Newtoq, Oimedo and Eadilla. University of California Press, 1982and numerous articles
. . .

-

'that prevail in social work and social science journals. What then is the problem? The

problem is that one resource is missing in many schools, that is the ,minority faculty
.

Member who usually taught the "minority" course is no longer around cjue to 'federal

budget cuts, (like Title XX funding). The question is, can a non-minority: fabillty member.;

teach an- ethnic ,content course? The authors would'say yes, of course. One% expertise

should not be -a -fuliction of one's staliding in relationship to a reference, giltoup. Some

faculty may be 'less motivated because of
4

materials and the likelihood that some of the

..

-
other interesit,, fear. of not. knowing the'

content is'atoo controversial. Tivare-are of



course, numerous reasons why we make the choices we make. To reiterate, the authori

premise is tilt anyone who wishes to develop expertise in cross cultural issues can

become a scholar in a ,variety of ways without holding membership in one of the groups. ... , ,. _4,_ ..
designated as historicEdly oppressed by, various governm*.nt agencies.

. 4 6_ .

.Anderson and Dobrec (1984) identify five approaches utilized by schools,of social
,

.. ..

work to integrate minority. content into their curricula:

1.'

2.

permeation; model, where all c contian ethnic content; .

.
a required wo or three credit hour course such as a course on racism;

3. elective -course where enrollment is based on student interest such as a
. , . .

course in cross cultural practice; ,

4. selective course offerings within and utside the school wheie student may
g

choose fr9'm a limited n` tuber of electives to complete their strtiptured

program e.g: courses. in anthrology,'sociol4y and psychology- that address

ethnicity;

5. a combination of two or, more of the above. -,

Purpose: s , ,
,

The purpose of this papei- is to-present a "five dimensional course model that may
: .. .

!

be used as option numbers. two 'or three of the approaches 'described abode. The
. .

V niversity of Oklahoma faculty subscribes to the permeation model with the one course
.0_.

.

to, be described as an. elective for those students who' want more depth in content .

. ..

_ _ f
addressed in this course. Our faculty, like faculties in other schools vary in the emphasis

.
that they' individually give.to content required by Standard 1234A. The remainder of the

paper will describe the process and the.course;which is thesubjectof this paper.
A-.

Title:

Considerable thought needs to be given to seecting an dective course title. The

tiAellahould deiciibe the Subject area .emphaifs and at the same time appeal to all
sS

A- 9

.students: "Cultural 'Diversity_ and theAlelping Proaessa. is the Present title of the .6t



course. The authors believe that this title conveys *eat:lit) by using the Cone,ept of

,rdiversity," this conveys. the concept of variability which is a key concept,that is relevant
.

'in treating any behavioral science phenomena. The authors beligve that the terms.

.\
"helping process" are sufficiently generic to attrach both micro and macro practice

.

-students. Thus the title addresses'two major conceps: one, it begins to identitythe
..- .

primary variables, both dependent and independent (the ;helping process is 'the
...-

. independent variable) and two, it calls attention to the important concept of variability

\

s. , .

which. is a characteristic of differences found. tietwedn and within groups that ale of \
.

conceenjo a studeut of ethnielssues; Others may queition 'the validity of the authors'

assumptionskthe true test is whether we atirEict the students we wish, to atfrect. It is

highly probable that students do not appreciate the thouglit that ins-tractors givto a

---ciitirse title:. Tangentially, starting next fall, the college.oreducation'will cross list this
\ _._

t course. It is possible .that the focus of the course will have to be re-examined to :

s ., . .,
,

incorporate the learning needs of those students.

Histoty of Course:
e

The course was taught under !mother title by an instructortio longer with the

school. The focus of the course include0 all ethnic groups found in the State of
e.

Oklahoma.: The senior author first taught this course in 1981. In 1982 the course was.

team taught by the two authors and a third faculty member who has expertise in practice

with American Each teaismembe; assumed 'responsibility for a speeific section
041 /

of the course, normally the faculty, member's area of expertise e.g. the junior author

taught the section Of Blacks.

Organization:

This' section of the paper will describe the irganization of the course content. AS

the paper tine indicates, there are five 41mensions to the course, .each dimension is

thel form or a three week unit of study. Eiah-tmit builts on the content of the preceding

unit\ The first unit 'is desig ned to provide the stikdents with a review for those who have
o



.

had a bagic sociology course and a introduction for those who have not had a sociology
. ,

course.. This t includes the basic sociological 4oncepts that are the tools for,

underStanding m ch of the phenomena which* is addressed in. a course of this nature.

Inclixtd i this unit are an examination of 'dominant cultural values, societal

chircteri of a mating pot versus a cultural: Pluralism model, examination of

theories of individual prejudice, and issues related to majority-minority pow conflicts.

The remaining four units are equally divided in terms of time given to address
1

conterit that is specific to the four major ethnic. groups addressed in the course. The

_ _groups inetudei American-Indians, American-Blacks: American-IiiSpartieS and

Americans. Each unit is covered in nine clock hours or a period of three weeks.. Content

is.primenly derived froin the three additional texts that are used in the course. A feif.
n editio, hal articles may be required as outside reading. The students are subject to a

Is/ 1 . . .
\

,midterm and final examination. One paper in the form of a book report is also required.
, a.

A dombination of lecture, visual aids and semini type sessions where students report on

. a specific reading,

are utilized.

Results: I
. ,

We would like to report that we have had ravi reviewand that students are

standing irk line to sign up for the course. We are learning and wefed. we are moving ina

e

the right direction. Students are sure that having several instructors. teach, a course is

both positive and m gative.. 'On the positive side, they of° exposed to different

perspectiires and more information than would be the case if only one instructor were the

master teacher. The oppo side Of this coin is that it has. meant, more Work for the
_' .

students. The students feel the each instructorthat'approadlied the unit as if it were a
,

course in, itself. it\is felt that too much is required for the amount of credit, the course.

credit is three hours. Students feel that it IS difficult t6"prepare for examinations when

Varied emphasis igiven AO the subject matter bYIlie various prOfessogs; On the positive

Side, the course has gained the respect of other faculty in the school. Faculty advisor;
....

=. 6



, are increasingly recommending the course to students. The fact that the college of

education agreed to cross list the coursejndicates tift we have some credibility
-

outside the school too.

Summary and Conclusion=
A 4L'

Thepurpose of this paper was toAescribe a five dimensional model for teaching an .

ethnic content course. Five common approaches utilized by schools of social work to

integrate ethnic minority content were identified. The history of the course,

organization of content and pro and con student reactions in three 'years, were reported.

The model presented' is an evolving model. It is presented as alternative for

social work programs who 'desire to incorporate ae. specific course that Reddresses, the

ethnic/racial component requirement-of the Council on Social Work Education Standard

1234A.,

4
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UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA
SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK

COURSE SYLLABUS

NAME

Herman Curiel, Ph.D. Spring, 1984
Ella Euwing, IVI.S.W.

d. CoUr.se Desciiption:

A. Title: Cyltural Diversity and the Helping Process
SWK 4323.

B. catalog Description:

Prerequisite: Open to sotial work 'majors and to others with permission of
instructor. Study- of the dynamic relationships between culture, ethnic
minority status, and varied adaptations to majority cultural norms with
emphasis on hem social workers can . recognize and respect .cultural
differences and adjust their intervention approaches.

IL*, Purpose Statement:

Wien minorities depend ''on the dominant society for survival needs, the
conflicts in cultural values fiequently preSent:morgunental problems for the
providers as well as the recipients of social serviced The purpose of this'
course is to provide students with knowledge and skills that Will increase
their understanding of ethnic,rticiai mino4V-personsi world view and ,haw
t has implications foe social service care providers. The course :*ill focus
'on ajority-minority group relations issues that_impact on the four..m or
ethnic-racial minority groups identified by the President's Commission .on
Mental Health (voL II, 1978), 'i.e. American--Indians, Asian-AmeriCans,
American-Blacks and Hispanic-AmitriCans.

Edticailolisl Outcomes:

As measures of satisfactory performance in meeting the objectives of this
course, students will be able to:

1. identify nd contrast the -conceOs of cature),, ethnicity, race,
minority status, assimilation and acculturation.

(2. identify a minimum of four common attributes that distinguish the
four ethnic/racial groups which are the focus of this course- frbm
majority individuals, e.g. racial Characteristics. r

identify a minimum of three , characteristic value norm variations
associated with individuals and groups identified_ in this course, e.g.
emphasis oft family group.

4. list a minimum of three .societal benefits to a society that stresses
cultural pluralism. three benefits to a society that stresses the
"melting pot" ideology.,

,



-6. . identify a minimum two indicators of hew urbanization, migration
-end discrimination p tices have effected both minority and majority.

communities.

6.. list a minimum of three ways in which a social agency can strengthen
its position in serving ethnic/ racial minority clients.

identify a minimum of four s cholarly journal sources on American
ethnic /racial minority groups identifiedn this course.

identify and write'a summary on ,a minimum of five scholarly articles
that address issues that impact professional practice with minority
groups identified.

9; write a two page critique-book report on one of the identified groups;

IV.. Integration of Specific bontent Arealn

The. emphasis on this course is on examining the various cultural conflicts.
experienced by ethnic/racial minority individuals and families in adapting to
mainstream American lifestyles. To limit the scope of the content, the
focus is limited to .examining issues pertaining Ahab four ethniaracial
'groups designated :as "special populations: by the 1978 Presidents
Commission on Mental Health (Vol.% II, 1978). Content- on other oppressed
minority groups such as women, ageism and sexual preference are examined
in light of holy the identified ethnic racial groups address these within group

'differences;
.6.

The stUdent is exposed to anthropological and sociological concepts that
address cultural change and types of cultural adaptation that are chosen by
individuals and' groups in response to cultural contact Acosta's et. al's 'self
programed text 'provides- the student case examples -that illustrate how
knowledge of minority clients' culture enhances the :potition of the care
provider. .

.
Common Texts:

Required:
0

AcostaF. X., Yamamoto, J.: & Evans, L.A. Effective Ps chothera for Low
Incomeand Minority Patients. 'New York: Plenum ress, .

Blalock, fi. M. Jr. Race Ethm0r_.._dc1telLitiom: gnglewood Cliffs, N. J.: Pientice-Hall,
Inc., 19Q2.

Green, J. W. Cultur:, - Englewood Cliffs, N. J.:
PrenticFTIRI;EC., 1982.

Recommended:

=Rodriguez, R. , Hunger or Memorye _The Education of Richard Rodriguez. N. Y.: .

Bantam Windstone Books, 1982.

a. - 2. -



Recommended Reading:

Task Pand.Re orts Submitted to the President's CoMmission on Mental Health. _Volume
1(17-8-pe.ci op Ow t:Owns see repor on sia ac lc mericans) Washington D. C.: U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1978. ,

Recommended Journal Readings:

Journal-of-Social Service Review - University of Chicago Press
Social Casework, -Family Service AssociatiOn of America

ational Association of Social Workers .

ournal of Sociology, University of Chicago Press
'Journal-Of Ethnic Studies.
His anic Journal of Behavioral Science University of _California at Los 'Angeles

,,,_., .... . ,,
'VI: 'Major Divisionic` :

, .,,, ,
..

A. It4rOdu,ction and Overview -, ./.
. B. Definitions and Key concepts fi ":- _

C. Majority'Cultural Norms and Issues of Power
D. ASian/Pacific Americans .9 1

E. Arkerican-Indians :1

D ,- F. Black-Americans
.

G. Hispanic-Americans

VII. Teaclang And Learning filetlioc
4-

The course will utilize lecture aria discussion methods.' Students are ,expeCted to
read 4ext`ensively to familiarize themselves with, the literature. oti ethnic/racial
minorities that has releVance for either micro,cc macro social work pra.dtice.,-
addition to text assign4d readings stuacntg are expected to .submit evidence of
supplemental. readings in the form of a brie written summary and a class report.
Tie siiktebt matter must support the current, class theme. Films, gue-st speakers
and -casematerials will-be used to support, the subject matter;

VII. Methods of Evaluiitioin
C-2 The instructor employs a standardof performance based on satisfactory

achievement of the course's objectives as the basis of a grade of -B (8040 percent
performance level). Exceeding this standard, is basis for a grade of A and
performance less than this standard, is basis for a grade of C or below.

Grading will be based on the weighting of the following:

1. P rformance on midterm and final exams 50%
2. P rfoimance on written assignments 50 %-
3. C ass attendance andparticipatiOn.; 25%

-Late assignments are subject to a lower grade. Students have the opportunity to-
evaluate the instructor and the course ofmrationalization of identified objectives. ..

1 .. ,


